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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method of calculating energy 
bands that does not require excessive computer time and 
is therefore suitable for regular use. The tight-binding 
method is used. One of the main problems in this method, 
the computation of three-center potential integrals, is 
overcome by expanding the crystal potential in a Fourier 
series in reciprocal lattice vectors. This enables the 
potential integrals to be done analytically if Gaussian 
orbitals are used for ionic wave functions. Then one is 
faced with the problem of obtaining convergence of the 
reciprocal lattice sum in the potential integrals. The 
convergence of this sum is usually slow, requiring a large 
amount of computer time; however, an extrapolation tech­
nique is presented which greatly reduces the computer time 
needed. A self-consistent procedure is used which makes 
use of computations done in the first iteration calcula­
tion so that very little additional time is needed to 
achieve self-consistency.
The method is applied to NaF. The valence bands and 
first conduction band are shown in the paper. It is found 
that the energy bands cannot be made to agree with experi­
ment after the first iteration calculation, so that it is 
necessary to go to self-consistency in order to produce 
the experimental results. For the self-consistent bands,
an exchange parameter of 1 gives the experimental band 
gap for NaF. By looking at the change in the charge den­
sity from the first to the final (self-consistent) itera­
tion, it is seen that self-consistency causes ^.09 elec­
tron to be removed from the F ion and interstitial regions, 




The tight-binding method involves several approxi­
mations which should be mentioned. The first is the Born-
25Oppenheimer approximation which neglects electron-phonon
interactions by assuming that the electrons move in a
rigid lattice of stationary nuclei. Then we make the one-
electron approximation which says that each electron moves
independently in a periodic potential which is due to the
2 6other electrons and the nuclei. According to this we can
write the total wave function as a product of one-electron
wave functions, and thus we have reduced the problem to
solving the Schroedinger equation for a single electron
moving in a periodic potential. The one-electron approxi-
27mation takes the form of the Hartree-Fock equations
in which the crystal potential contains two terms— the
Coulomb interaction of the electron with the other electrons
and the nuclei, and an exchange term which subtracts the
self-energy of the electron interacting with itself which
is contained in the Coulomb term.
The Hartree-Fock exchange potential contains the
wave functions of all the electrons in the crystal and
23thus cannot be handled for a solid which has '■‘■'10
2 8electrons. However, Slater suggested that the exchange 
potentials of the electrons are similar and that one can
1
2obtain a single exchange potential for all the electrons
by taking a weighted average of the exchange potentials
of the electrons. This average can be done for a free-
electron gas for which one obtains an average exchange
proportional to the one-third power of the electron
density. Slater suggested that the exchange potential of
any system of electrons is approximately equal to the
exchange potential of a free electron gas with the same
charge density, since the exchange potential depends
mainly on the charge density and very little on anything
1/3else. Slater's approximation which is called the "p ' "
or Hartree-Fock-Slater approximation has been widely used
29in energy band calculations. Kohn and Sham calculated
an exchange potential using a variational method and
arrived at a result that is the same as Slater's except
that it uses a parameter evaluated for electrons at the
Fermi level rather than averaged over all the electrons.
Their result differs from Slater's by a factor of 2/3.
In some band structure calculations greater accuracy was
acheived using the Kohn-Sham exchange rather than the
Slater exchange, which led Slater to suggest the "Xa"
30approximation in which an "exchange parameter" a can be 
varied between 2/3 and 1 to obtain agreement with 
experimental results.
The Hartree-Fock approximation neglects electron-
electron correlations which cause the Coulomb interaction
3to be screened by a polarization cloud of positive charge
surrounding the electrons. This polarization effect can be
20handled in several ways. Fowler has calculated polariza­
tion corrections to the energy bands of alkali-halides
31using a static Mott-Littleton approach. According to 
this method valence bands are raised and conduction bands 
are lowered by constant amounts. However, one can include 
polarization effects in the Xoc exchange potential by vary­
ing the exchange parameter, which also changes the band gap 
by a constant amount.
Having made these approximations, we can consider
the tight-binding method in which the crystal potential
1/3is given as a sum of ionic potentials plus a J> ' exchange 
term. The sum of ionic potentials gives rise to three- 
center integrals which are difficult to perform, and which, 
until recently, have prevented the tight-binding method from 
being used successfully. In the past three-center 
integrals were handled by a two-center approximation which 
usually turned out to be inaccurate. Recently Lin and 
Lafon^ expanded the crystal potential in a Fourier series 
in reciprocal lattice vectors (RLV's) so that the third 
center is replaced by a reciprocal lattice sum. Then one 
is faced with the problem of obtaining convergence of 
this Fourier series. Because the crystal potential goes 
as 1/r near the ions, many terms are required in the 
Fourier series so that it converges very slowly. At 
first Slater orbitals were used as basis functions for
41 2  3the atomic or ionic orbitals. ' ' Slater orbitals allow 
the potential integrals to be put in a form so that they 
can be integrated numerically; however, this numerical 
integration is time-consuming and is inaccurate when one 
goes far out in the reciprocal lattice. Since one has to 
sum a large number of RLV's to obtain convergence of the 
Fourier series in the potential integrals, the computer 
time required and the lack of accuracy prohibit one from 
achieving sufficient convergence using Slater orbitals.
The energy bands are sensitive to reciprocal lattice 
convergence so that reasonable convergence is necessary 
to obtain accurate energy bands.
The author discovered this convergence problem with
Slater orbitals and switched to Gaussian orbitals which
4
allow the potential integrals to be done analytically, 
eliminating the large amount of computer time and the lack 
of accuracy of the numerical integration. Even with Gauss­
ian orbitals, the computer time required for convergence 
is excessive, but this paper presents a technique that 
reduces the computer time so that the method becomes 
practical. With this procedure we have overcome one of 
the main obstacles in the tight-binding method —  the 
evaluation of the three-center integrals. Lin and Lafon 
encountered the same convergence problem and developed 
another technique for speeding convergence. They use an 
Ewald expansion for the crystal potential and have done
54
the calculation for Li. However, their method is not 
convenient for obtaining self-consistency.
In the last few years there has been a growing inte­
rest in self-consistency. Self-consistent calculations
5 6 7 8have been done using the OPW ' and APW ' methods. Kunz
uses a Hartree-Fock approach in which he keeps only first
order terms in interatomic overlap and potential matrix
e l e m e n t s . T h a t  approximation may not be adequate,
depending on the order of magnitude of the matrix elements.
In this paper the author uses a self-consistent tight-
12binding procedure developed by Callaway and Fry that 
enables self-consistency to be achieved rapidly once the 
first iteration energy bands have been computed.
The method is applied to NaF, which was chosen for 
two reasons. First NaF is a good alkali-halide on which to 
test this procedure because Na and F are relatively small 
atoms containing few electrons so that the calculation 
can be done in a reasonable amount of time. Secondly, 
no major energy band calculation has been done for NaF.
Chapter I. THE TIGHT-BINDING METHOD
The method is described for NaF, although the same 
procedure could be applied to any alkali-halide. We choose 
the origin on a Na ion and pick the origin of the F lattice 
at fa ~ where Q  is the lattice constant. Accord­
ing to Bloch's Theorem the wave functions of electrons in 
a periodic lattice must have the periodicity of the lattice. 
Thus instead of using ionic orbitals for the wave functions, 
we use linear combinations of ionic orbitals which have 
the periodicity of the lattice and are called Bloch func­
tions :
N I i ■— -) \
=  £ <l a >
\ | - \V- __ \
s  ( r - ( l b )
——y
where the  ^ are ionic orbitals, the Rn are direct lattice 
vectors, k is a vector in reciprocal space, A/ is the num­
ber of ions of one kind in the crystal, and the sum on 0
is over all ions of the kind. The Bloch function in (la)
• tUis a Na Bloch function for the t Na ionic orbital while 
the Bloch function in (lb) is a F function. The i or j 
stands for the quantum numbers nlm. The total wave func­
tion is given as a linear combination of the Na and F Bloch
7functions:
J  ( f » «  (k’) 4 <  (2)
where the sum on i is over the Na and F ionic orbitals 
and P stands for the energy band. Using the above
wave function and the one-electron Hamiltonian
H = ~ + V  (FO (3)
we obtain the secular equation:
I r;j (P) Vj. a?) -Eit) olj(f'> I = o <4)
where
°ii(i^  =  j <■£?) J 3r (5)
Tj (D = j i -  vx) ^  it?) / r  (6)
(7)
In the crystal NaF, the Na and F ions both have the
2 2 6same ground state configuration - IS 2S 2P . For the crys­
tal potential If (f*) , we use a sum of ground state ionic
8potentials plus a ) 3 exchange term:




is the potential of the  ^ J. ion, J5 is
F
the electron density, and
C  = -  U  { f t T . (9)
1_ ,
o( , the exchange parameter, can be varied between 3 and / . 
For the ionic wave functions we use Gaussian orbitals and 
make the approximation that the ionic potential is spheri­
cally symmetric. The ionic potential is given by
VN if) = - i s  -V 4-J ‘ ^  - -  J r( (10)
N r J  IT- if /
where the sum is over occupied ionic orbitals (not counting
spin) and is the atomic number.
The sum of ionic potentials in (8) gives rise to three- 
center integrals which are difficult to perform. Instead (
we expand the terms £  (F- fin ) , £  (r-fi^ ,- and ,
which are periodic in the direct lattice, in Fourier series 




The reciprocal lattice sums in (11a) and (lib) converge
very slowly due to the r behavior of the ionic potentials 
near the nuclei.
we have made the ionic potentials spherically symmetric.
A derivation of the expressions for the Fourier coeffi­
cients of the Coulomb potential is given in Appendix A.
To calculate the Fourier coefficients of the exchange poten­
tial, we make the approximation that the electron density 
is spherically symmetric about each ion within a sphere of
radius , and is zero outside these spheres. Then to ob-
i / e* \ / •tain the exchange coefficients \J and Vp , we integrate
over the spheres centered on the Na and F ions respectively
and multiply by the number of unit cells in the crystal.
Since we have made the charge density spherically symmetric,
w ex w eX
and Vj. depend only on the magnitude of Kj .
Putting (11) into (8), we have




V(k/)= vN (O ivF (O + v;'lO i vFex(O  . (is)
The sign before \/p and \/^  is -t- (— ) when the integers 
, n 3 in k3 = ^ ( n (jn ^ n  3) are even (odd).
In the actual case, the crystal potential has cubic 
symmetry so that V (  iTF*) = VCpO where V is any operation of 
the cubic group. This implies that \/(^k^) =• V  ( k*) and the 
Fourier coefficients still depend only on the magnitude 
of kj .
Using equations (12) and (1), the Tfo become (for M'y
and Na functions)
iC-S
^ j h ) = l £ e  l/(fcs)J <►; (r5) COS ^  (r,-fl„)d r. (14)
Thus instead of a three-center integral, we have a two- 
center integral and a sum over the reciprocal lattice.
-r=> -p
For £  functions on sites n and D , where n is the origin 
in this case, we have to evaluate the two-center integral





Performing the integration, we obtain










o( i A ■+■ <5(3. B 
oL, ■+• °(x
(19)
We can express integrals involving other ionic orbi­
tals as derivatives of the integral involving two £  func­
tions. Let
i  = <.$($)\ co*ts f } (20)
Then
< £ (ft) I c o s b r*) X(ff)> — I (21)
<CX(fl ) Icos ks-r’lxCB ))= iB* ^
<X(ff’)| cor^F*)
< XyiR^ltoslcj-fl X% (g))> )fl„ ifly iBx ^  ^
<  ( X- r) (75”) I costs' F“) (3 *\- R,-)(6'‘>)>
12
(22)
< X ( / H )  c „ C - H y ( D >  « ^  4  4  I  (23)
(26)
_i_ i. r7 i: _ jl - A ]  i <27>
S J M i  i f lx  *• ) 8 l  i Bx i S y J
(28)
The overlap integrals can be obtained from the above
integrals can be obtained from the overlap integrals as 
follows:
1 - r S  ,s’>  =  [ux +  I . O  (30)
< 1S'l-Ol) f >  =  [ 10<4 +  (31)
< £ \ - V ' - } £ > =  (32)
< ^ | - ^ ) D >  =  < ^ | D >  (33)
< f l - ^ ) D > =  [ 1* ^ +  M ^ ^ J < f l D >  (34)
< DI - P1-1 D }  =  [ l4-olx +  <  DID") . (35)
Another type of integral, which is needed in the self-
14
consistent part of the calculation, is the following:
These X integrals can be expressed as derivatives of the 
overlap integrals (remembering that n  is the origin in
this case). For example,
c.s'ir* i s y  =  -  4 -  < g \ s yid, <37,
(38)
~  XT <  P ) D >22, V j r , u ^  • <3 3 >
Gaussian orbitals were obtained for the IS, 2S, 3S
13and 2P states of Na and the IS, 2S and 2P states of 
14F. A program by B. Roos, C. Salez, A. Veillard and 
15E. Clementi was used to calculate Na 3P and 3D conduc­
tion states. The wave functions are given in Table I.
23The lattice constant Q was obtained from Wyckoff. Its 
value in atomic units is 8.7307.
Expressions for the potential, kinetic energy and Y 
integrals are given in Appendix B. Computer programs were 
written to calculate the above integrals. As examples,
15
the P-P and D-D programs are listed in Appendix C.
Chapter II. CONVERGENCE OF POTENTIAL INTEGRALS
Usually few direct lattice vectors (~100) are re­
quired for convergence of the direct lattice sum in the 
potential integrals; however, the reciprocal lattice sum 
converges much slower. In order to have accurate energy 
bands, we need to obtain reasonable convergence of the 
reciprocal lattice sum in the potential integrals. First 
let us examine the convergence properties of different 
potential integrals by considering Figures 1-12.
In these twelve graphs the scale used for the vertical 
axis gives the value of only one of the integrals shown 
on the graph, usually the one whose convergence is the 
slowest. The value of the integral is given to a certain 
number of places or significant figures. Powers of ten 
which give the actual position of the decimal point are not 
shown. The scales used for the other integrals are compa­
rable but are not shown. For example, in Figure 1 the 
scale shown is that for the 110 integral which is plotted 
to four places. The other integrals are also plotted using 
scales that are accurate to four places. In Figures 13 and 
14, the vertical scales not shown may not be comparable to 
the one shown. For example, in Figure 13 the scale shown 
is accurate to five places but one of the scales not shown 
is accurate to six places. Extrapolated values are given
'L "2,
on the left side of the graph. In Figures 1-14, X and z
16
17
denote X -Y and 3Z -R respectively.
Figures 1-5 show the convergence of S-S, S-P, P-P,
S-D and P-D potential integrals at the first, tenth and 
twentieth direct lattice neighbors. We see that in 
general, convergence of the reciprocal lattice sum is 
better as we go farther out in the direct lattice. We can 
see from the graphs that at 47,000 unique RLV's, the first 
neighbor S-D integral has converged to three places, the 
first neighbor S-S and S-P integrals have converged to four 
places and the P-P and P-D integrals have converged to 
seven places.
The graphs in Figures 6-10 show reciprocal lattice 
convergence of first neighbor integrals as a function of 
the orbital exponent X . The 3S and..- 3P orbitals have much 
smaller X 's than the IS, 2S and 2P orbitals. We see that 
in general, the smaller the value of X , the better the 
convergence. For example, the 3S-3S integral converges 
better than the 2S-2S integrals, the 3S-3P integral con­
verges better than the 2S-2P integral, and the 3P-3P inte­
gral converges better than the 2P-2P integrals. Conver­
gence of IS—IS integrals, which are not shown on the graphs, 
is particularly slow.
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate reciprocal lattice con­
vergence as a function of symmetry. Integrals of six 
different symmetry types, S-S, S-P, P-P, S-D, P-D and D-D, 
are plotted for first and tenth neighbors. We notice that
18
the convergence of S-S, S-P and S-D integrals is the slow­
est while P-P, P-D and D-D integrals converge faster. D-D 
integrals converge to eight places before 1,000 unique 
RLV's.
Table II gives running total values for the 3S-3S, 
3S-3P and 3S-3D first neighbor integrals at 1,000-47,000 
(unique) RLV's. The author estimates from the tables that 
at 47,000 RLV's, the 3S-3D integral has converged to three 
places while the 3S-3S and 3S-3P integrals have converged 
to four places.
We see from the preceding graphs and table that one 
must sum to ^ 50,000 RLV's to obtain reasonable convergence 
of S-S, S-P and S-D integrals. This requires an excessive 
amount of computer time and is therefore impractical for 
repeated use. However, instead of plotting the integrals 
versus N , where IV is the number of unique RLV's used, we 
can plot them versus , as shown in Figures 13 and 14.
Then we obtain a straight line which can be extrapolated to 
zero to obtain accurate values for the integrals. The 
farther out in the reciprocal lattice we go, the "straight- 
er" the line becomes. For example, from 1,000-10,000 RLV's 
the graph of the 3S-3S integral is a straight line to five 
places, and from 30,000-47,000 RLV's the line is straight 
to six places. Thus we can obtain five place accuracy by 
extrapolating at ^ 10,000 and six place accuracy by extra­
polating at ^  47,000.
19
This straight line behavior can be explained if we 
assume that for large N (> 1,000) , the potential integrals 





where k| is a constant. The larger the value of A/ , the 
better this approximation is. Thus for large N  , we are 




where $  is the value of the potential integral and k^ is 
the contribution of the first 1,000 RLV's. If we replace 
the sum by an integral, we obtain
(42)
where /tS^  is the value of the potential integral after D  
RLV's and k3 is a constant. Combining the constants, we 
can write this as
The constant ki^  , which is an approximate value for the
20
potential integral after summing to oo , can be obtained by 
plotting the straight line and extrapolating to zero. The 
accuracy of the extrapolated value depends on the accuracy 
of the approximation in equation (40).
Using several different sets of points to perform 
the extrapolation, we get the results shown in Table III 
for typical S-S, S-P and S-D first neighbor integrals.
Thus we see that by using the value of the integral at
1.000 and 2,000 to extrapolate, we get a value as accurate 
as that obtained by summing to 47,000. Usually one can 
sum to 5,000 or 10,000 RLV's and then obtain respectively 
one or two more places accuracy by extrapolation. The 
maximum accuracy that the author obtained using extrapola­
tion was gotten by comparing the value found using 5,000 
and 10,000 RLV's with the value found using 25,000 and 
40,000, and taking the number of places to which they 
agree. One could use other sets of points between 1,000 
and 47,000 which might give more accuracy.
Table IV gives extrapolated and summed values of 
first neighbor integrals. In the first column the value 
of the integral is given to the number of places accuracy 
that the author obtained by extrapolation. The next three 
columns compare extrapolated values using 1,000 and 2,000,
2.000 and 5,000, and 5,000 and 10,000. The last column 
gives the value obtained by summing to 47,000. We see that 
one can usually obtain sufficient accuracy by extrapolating
21
at 5,000 RLV's. If one sums to 5,000 and then extrapolates, 
he can determine a minimum accuracy for his extrapolated 
result by comparing the extrapolated value using 1,000 
and 2,000 with that using 2,000 and 5,000, and taking the 
number of places to which they agree. If this accuracy 
is not sufficient, one can sum to 10,000 and compare the 
extrapolated value using 2,000 and 5,000 with that using
5,000 and 10,000.
This procedure enables the calculation to be done 
with a reasonable amount of computer time so that the me­
thod becomes practical for regular use.
Chapter III. SELF-CONSISTENCY
If we calculate the integrals according to the proce­
dures described above, compute the matrix elements accord­
ing to equation (14) and then diagonalize the matrix in 
equation (4), we obtain the first iteration energy bands.
At this point, the energy bands are not self-consistent.
In order to make them self-consistent, we have to use the 
energy bands from one iteration to calculate a new charge
density and new potential coefficients. Then we use these
12new coefficients to calculate new energy bands. This 
process is continued until the energy bands from one itera­
tion are the same as those from the previous iteration.
Then the bands are self-consistent.
After one iteration, we obtain wave functions given
by
$„ ( F »  = £  £  e'T 'R" <*--£) (44,Jt ^  ry
where Rn ranges over all like neighbors if 4; is a Na 
orbital and over all unlike neighbors if I, is a F orbi­
tal, and jl corresponds to the energy band. The new
electron density is then
J M F ’) =  -  £  I ^  Usr’))7' (45)
22
23
where the sum on 0 is over all occupied bands and the k 
sum is over the first Brilloin zone. The Fourier trans­
form of J(?°) is then given by
=  " n V  H  (?) .S'y' ) 0  (46)
S & j  *' *) ■>
where XI - is the volume of a unit cell, /'i is the num­
ber of permutations (including sign) of H, , , D 3 where
Ks“ ( n'jn iJn 3>) / and is given by
£,'j e n J  t) &) to* t- r9 Cr-R^) d V  (47)
i \ ^  i
If Tj is a F orbital, then we need a (-1) in front of 
the integral in equation (47), since £ ij is calculated 
using Na as the origin of the potential. The integral in 
(47) is the sum of the contributions of all RLV's having 
the same magnitude but different permutations of the 
integers Di , Hi , and the signs.
We see that the integrals used in & * are the poten­
tial integrals for individual reciprocal lattice shells 
which have already been calculated for the first iteration. 
Since these integrals involve only the ionic orbitals and 
the RLV's by , it is necessary to calculate the £ jj 's only 
once, and then they are used in later iterations. Once the 
's are computed, the rest of the iterations require lit­
tle computer time, so that after the first iteration is
24
done, the bands can be made self-consistent with a minimum 
of computer time. Usually only the first 25 potential coef­
ficients change significantly in successive iterations, and 
thus need be calculated for only the first 25 RLV's.
The sum on k in equation (46) can be converted to an 
integral and the integral can be done numerically, using 
89 points in ^  of the Brillouin zone. J*( ks) is then 
used to compute the new Coulomb coefficients:
V C  .(!=*)= -  T5T j H Q  (48)
— =>
For ks — 0 , the Coulomb coefficient is given by
Vr  . (o) =    t . ( k  ) L . (k ) Rj- (I; ) (49)
Coul 3 S1 m ]  s *1 }
where
It- Rn f  _ —= ) \  i3
(50)flu ~  ^  J  ^  * 0  d  r.' j n ^ J
The f'L integrals in equation (50) have been discussed 
previously. Note that we have to calculate the R,j s only 
once and then we use them in later iterations.
To calculate the new exchange coefficients, we take 
the difference between the new coefficients jKky)
and the initial coefficients (the ones used to
obtain the first iteration bands):
25
(51)
The change in f(ks) for ks - 0  is zero because fio) is
the average value of the charge density which does not 
change. Then we sum the Fourier series for the first 25
Since usually only the first 25 coefficients change signi­
ficantly, we can obtain an accurate value for the change 
in the charge density by using only the first 25 terms in 
the Fourier series. The new exchange coefficients are cal­
culated in the same way that the initial ones were calcu­
lated. We compute the change in the charge density at the 
same points for which the initial charge density was com­
puted, add the change to the initial charge density, take 
the cube root of this new charge density, and do a numeri­
cal integration inside spheres of radius -jp centered on 
the Na and F ions. This gives us the new exchange coeffi­
cients.
Usually ~  10 iterations are required to give energy 
bands that are self-consistent to .01 Ryd. The program
RLV's using the as coefficients. This gives us the




that does the successive iterations is listed in Appendix 
D.
Chapter IV. SODIUM FLUORIDE ENERGY BANDS
Figure 15 shows the NaF energy bands after the first 
iteration. The bands are labeled at symmetry points and 
along symmetry axes by the irreducible representations to 
which they belong.^ The valence and first conduction 
bands are plotted for three different values of the ex­
change parameter . The band gap is the energy difference
between the valence and conduction bands at P. The expe-
17 18rimental value for the NaF band gap is .82 Ryd. ' From 
the figure we see that increasing the exchange potential 
increases the band gap and lowers the energy of the bands. 
Note that the valence bands are lowered in energy more than 
the conduction band, causing the band gap to increase with 
the exchange parameter ct. . The exchange potential is a 
negative potential and we would expect it to lower the 
energy of the bands. The exchange potential is stronger 
in the regions near the ions where the more tightly bound 
valence electrons are located, and is weaker in the inter­
stitial regions where conduction electrons are likely to 
be, so that the exchange potential has more effect on the 
valence bands than on the conduction band. We see from the 
graph that the largest band gap, obtained for c< — I , is 
only .69 Ryd. so that we cannot produce the experimental 
band gap of .82 Ryd. for any value of the exchange para-
O. i
meter between T  and / , and thus it is necessary to go to
27
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self-consistency. This is contrary to the case for LiF
in which the experimental gap can be obtained both self-
19consistently and non self-consistently.
Figure 16 shows the NaF energy bands after self-con­
sistency has been achieved. We see that self-consistency 
lowers the energy of the bands and increases the band gap.
We would expect self-consistent bands to be lower in energy 
since self-consistency should minimize the energy. The 
experimental band gap of .82 Ryd. is obtained for ot = I .
The author was able to find only one NaF band calcu­
lation in the literature. This one is by Gout et al. who 
calculate the valence bands and some of the core bands
only at symmetry points and use a Madelung approximation
21for the potential. Their valence bands are wider and
higher in energy than ours. For example, the width of
their valence band at L  is .23 Ryd. while ours is .05 Ryd., 
and the energy of their valence band at /~* is -.96 Ryd. 
compared with -1.57 Ryd. in our case. These differences 
are probably due, among other things, to the fact that 
their bands are not self-consistent.
Figure 17 shows the change in the electronic charge 
density from the first to the final iteration. The change 
in the charge density is plotted along the 100 axis from 
a Na ion to a F ion. We see that self-consistency causes 
the charge to be redistributed so that negative charge is 
taken away from the F ion and the interstitial regions near
29
the Na ion, and placed on the Na ion. If we assume that 
the change in the charge density is spherically symmetric 
near the ions, we can obtain an approximate value for the 
amount of charge moved by performing a volume integral from 
the ions out to the points where the change in charge den­
sity goes through zero. When this is done, we find that 
~’.06 electron is removed from the P ion and /v'.09 electron 
is placed on the Na ion. The rest of the negative charge 
placed on the Na ion comes from the interstitial regions. 
Thus the total amount of valence charge redistributed is 
/'v'.09 electron, so that the change in charge density of the 
valence electron from the ionic to the self-consistent 
configuration is less than 10 percent, and therefore NaF
is at least 90 percent ionic. This is in agreement with
19 24the LiF results of Drost and Fry, and Yamashita who
found that LiF is ionic.
The method described in this paper works well for 
NaF. It would probably work well for most alkali-halides 
and may be suitable for many other types of crystals. In 
order for the method to be applicable, the reciprocal 
lattice sums in the potential integrals have to converge 
about as fast as they do for NaF, so that the approxima­
tion in equation (40) is valid at ~ 1,000 RLV's. The self- 
consistent procedure is especially suited to alkali-halides 
because in the sum over occupied states in equation (45) , 
one has to sum only over completely filled bands. For
30
other types of crystals such as metals, there are partially 
filled bands and one has to calculate the Fermi energy in 
order to determine the occupied states.
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Orbital Exponents of the Gaussian Basis Set
s P D
IS 36631.1 2P 148.928 3D 6.00000
IS 5385.07 2P 34.5149 3D 1.45200
IS 1216.20 2P 10.6045 3D 0.102959
IS 339.529 2P 3.67106 3D 0.027170
IS 109.563 2P 1.28490 3D 0.009342
IS 38.7834 2P 0.430941
IS 14.5790 2P 0.166490
IS 5.27901 2P 0.051793




Orbital Expansion Coefficients of the Gaussian Basis Set
IS 2S 3S 2P 3P 3D
0.00038 -0.00009 0.00001 0.005147 -0.000511 0.000166
0.00305 -0.00074 0.00011 0.037920 -0.003805 0.002705
0.01599 -0.00396 0.00060 0.153743 -0.015526 0.069251
0.06427 -0.01613 0.00241 0.352821 -0.036470 0.451313
0.19481 -0.05310 0.00822 0.457887 -0.047405 0.630163
0.40099 -0.12776 0.01915 0.239507 -0.040177
0.39267 -0.19952 0.03311 -0.000105 0.070060
0.08282 0.03427 -0.01052 0.006753 0.494273






IS 23342.2 2P 65.6593
IS 3431.25 2P 15.2187
IS 757.667 2P 4.78819
IS 209.192 2P 1.72755
IS 66.7261 2P 0.648123
IS 23.3705 2P 0.244965





























































































































Unique RLV's Na-Na Na-Na Na-Na
in Thousands 3S-3S 3S-3X 3S-3(3Z
40 -.12736542 .11163391 .41237605
41 -.12736641 .11163471 .41238100
42 -.12736735 .11163545 .41238565
43 -.12736824 .11163616 .41239007
44 -.12736911 .11163686 .41239443
45 -.12736994 .11163752 .41239853
46 -.12737071 .11163814 .41240237
47 -.12737147 .11163874 .41240614
TABLE III
Extrapolation for First Neighbor (110) Integrals
Extrapolation
End Points Number
in Thousands Na-Na of Places





maximum accuracy -.127406 6
summing to 47000 -.12737147 4
Extrapolation Na-Na Number





maximum accuracy .111666 6
summing to 47000 .11163874 4
Extrapolation Na-Na ^ ^ Number
End Points 3S-3(3Z -R ) of Places




maximum accuracy .41258 5
summing to 47000 .41240614 3
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TABLE IV












Integral accuracy RLV's RLV's RLV's RLV's
Na-Na 1S-3(3Z*-I?‘) .4188 .41778321 .41866587 .41881258 .41838444
Na-Na 1S-3XY __ -.7255 -.72362304 -.72515187 -.72540599 -.72466441
Na-Na 2S-3(3Z -R ) .154999 .15512357 .15500009 .15499686 .15511313
Na-Na 2S-3XY -.26840 , 
.41258 XI0 
-.68122 X io-'
-.26861368 -.26839980 -.26839422 -.26859560
Na-Na 3S-3(3Z -R) .41241930 .41259381 .41258308 .41240614
Na-Na 3S-3XY -.68094276 -.68124501 -.68122645 -.68091996
Na-Na 1S-2X -.36409 , -.36433460 -.36414824 -.36409287 -.36421872
Na-Na 2S-2X .309002 Xio-* 
.282137 X io-'
.30894037 .30899773 .30899444 .30900205
Na-Na 3S-2X .28207904 .28213302 .28213001 .28213681
Na-Na 1S-3X .6723 .67063651 .67205331 .67228886 .67160212
Na-Na 2S-3X .25129 .25149265 .25129426 .25128903 .25147552
Na-Na 3S-3X .111666 .11164138 .11166887 .11166718 .11163874
Na-Na 1S-1S -.5116 Xio , -.51035441 -.51143839 -.51161380 -.51105789
Na-Na 2S-1S -.6510 X»o-3 -.64937346 -.65074258 -.65097169 -.65031698
Na-Na 3S-1S -.4222 , -.42108257 -.42197206 -.42212001 -.42168936
Na-Na 2S-2S -.57189 X 10 -.57228723 -.57189717 -.57188480 -.57224072
Na-Na 3S-2S -.160134 -.16026030 -.16013558 -.16013223 -.16024915
Na-Na 3S-3S -.127406 -.12737394 -.12740919 -.12740706 -.12737147
F-F 1S-2X .8248 Xio“A .82426465 .82473881 .82486739 .82428013
F-F 2S-2X .17895 X to-*2- .17896283 .17893333 .17892788 .17907398
F-F 1S-1S .19037 x 10- 4- .19023243 .19034252 .19037354 .19024161













Integral accuracy RLV's RLV's RLV's RLV' s
F-F 2S-2S -.25685 X to'3 -.25688142 -.25684580 -.25683700 -.25698666
Na-F 1S-1S .36857 x io “3 .36782142 .36844512 .36855480 .36820969
Na-F 1S-2S -.16151 X io-‘ -.16110135 -.16144127 -.16149830 -.16133678
Na-F 2S-1S -.63693 X • o -.63647513 -.63685416 -.63695395 -.63648292
Na-F 2S-2S -.91905 X t0-^ -.91956284 -.91905189 -.91903063 -.91958395
Na-F 3S-1S -.7651 -.76455472 -.76499346 -.76511083 -.76456145
Na-F 3S-2S -.13025 -.13025864 -.13023326 -.13022833 -.13036428
F-Na 1S-2X .39094 X IO-7- .39065075 .39088068 .39095151 .39069348
F-Na 2S-2X .85583 X eo“**■ .85573158 .85582185 .85580878 .85588699
F-Na 1S-3X ..11833 x co+I .11824771 .11831554 .11833363 .11824856
F-Na 2S-3X .1990 .19901699 .19897689 .19896948 .19918106
Na-F 1S-2X .12344 . 
.52792 X10"‘
.12312722 .12338711 .12343053 .12330577
Na-F 2S-2X .52829285 .52792436 .52791360 .52825237
Na-F 3S-2X <9 .308046 xio-' .30796567 .30802025 .30804399 .30799586
F-Na 1S-3(3Z -R) .32557 .32534723 .32553381 .32558352 .32534912
F-Na 1S-3(X*-Y ) -.5639 
.5410 X io - *
-.56351792 -.56384109 -.56392718 -.56352120
F-Na 2S-3(3Z .54101183 .54090260 .54088263 .54146554
F-Na 2S-3 (X7--Y ) -.9370 X io-' -.93705999 -.93687078 -.93683619 -.93784582
Since P-P integrals converge more rapidly than S-S, S-P and S-D integrals, 
summing to 24000 gives the same accuracy as extrapolation. Thus no maximum 
accuracy extrapolation value is listed and the summing value is given to the 













(to 24000 unless 
otherwise indicated)
Na-F 2X-2X .37148268XIO"1 .37154635 .37154390 .37155
Extrap. Extrap. Extrap. Summing
Type of 1000-2000 2000-5000 5000-10000 (to 24000 unless
Integral RLV's RLV's RLV's otherwise indicated)
Na-F 2Y-2Y X -.63221534 X io"^ * -.63232369 -.63231819 -.63233
Na-Na 2Z-2Z X io “ b -.91481980 X ‘0-6 -.91483933 -.91483744 -.914839
Na-Na 2X-2Y .12001741 X ic-* .12002063 .12002033 .1200207
Na-Na 3X-2X .97001540 x io -x .97021105 .97020026 .97022
Na-Na 3Z-2Z -.31092919 X 10"* -.31098878 -.31098543 -.31099
Na-Na 3X-2Y .40870364 X lO'1 .40878279 .40877838 .40878
F-F 2X-2X .14739656 x io“‘2- .14739749 .14740748 .147409 (14000)
F-F 2Z-2Z -.55913453 X io “3 -.55913780 -.55917243 -.559176 (14000)
F-F 2X-2Y .28357048 X 10“ *^ .28357048 .28358393 .283585 (14000)
The following P-P integrals converge so rapidly that extrapolation is not nece­
ssary to improve the accuracy of the summed value, even at 2000 and 5000. The 




Na-F 3X-2X .154359 X io'1
Na-F 3Y-2Y -.4290333 x«o“*




Also P-D integrals converge so rapidly that there is no need for extrapolation, 
The summed value is given to the number of places accuracy it has.
Type of 
Integral
Na-Na 2X-3 (3Z* -S')
Na-Na 2X-3(X -Y )
Na-Na 2X-3XY
Na-Na 2Z-3XZ










.459169 X 10"^ 







. 75608431 xto-1- 
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Figure 11
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APPENDIX A
Fourier Coefficients of Coulomb Potential
The derivation is done for the Na coefficients. The 
F coefficients are calculated in a similar manner. We 
start with equation (11a) in which we expand the potential 
of the Na ions in a Fourier series in RLV's:
£  {r'>" Rn) = £  ^  I ^s') cos ksr
Multiplying both sides by c os Ifj • r* and integrating over 
the volume of the crystal, we obtain
Vfl =  0/ K  ^  ^  ^ <rl R" ^ co,s ^ ^ r (53>
where A/XL is the volume of the crystal. A/ is the number 
of unit cells in the crystal and the volume of a unit cell, 
•ft- , is given by .Cl = where CK is the lattice constant. 
Note that we have divided the right side of equation (53)
-p>
by 2 because the terms cos are not all independent
T=> \ — => »
since Cos = CoS . The n n 5 in equation (53)
are direct lattice vectors so that cos ks*(r-fin / = cos Jc^ •'“r* . 
Thus all of the terms in the sum on H  reduce to the TTn = O 
term, so that we can replace the sum on D by N  times the
60
61
n  r\ ~~ O  term:
-  £ ^ ~  c o s ^  • r"’ j  r. (54)
U s i n g  e q u a t i o n  (10) for ( P )  , we have 
. , n  \ T.% \  cos I s 'T  I* 4 ff -ffr,) -=> I3 I3
V g ‘  ' i f j  d f L " J J i ^ l cos s' rdrc,r' (55)
w h e r e
(56)
Th e  siim o n  I is over all o c c u p i e d  N a  o r b i t a l s  (not count-
—  ^
ing s p i n ) . P e r f o r m i n g  the integration o v e r  X , we obtain 
f cos kj-'T* ,3 4,-ir
J  f d r  =  (57)
-5l?SfjSr= f  (58)
so t h a t  e q u a t i o n  (55) b e c o m e s
V^(kf)= -  t  cosier? J r, . (59)
P e r f o r m i n g  the angular p a r t  of the integration o v e r  Y? , 
w e  have
62
\ZN (fcf) =  - j  r,'?(n)^n ks r, dr,. (60)
■f (r,)Now consider the expression for T  in equation
(56). Let us write the occupied Na orbitals . as
+,,<0 r,,"-






^ 5  (^  =  j = =  X 1 S (r''> (62>
(63)
ir'> =/S y, <64>
^ (r,)=i ^  X zptr,’> (65)
X , j ( O r  £  C, ?• (n) (66)
j = i  ^ o
% 1S (O =  £  Cj tj- Cr,) (67)
63
1
"£,P ( 0 =  £  c } r f, (r,) . (68)
P fc.l k k
The sum on J is over the S Gaussian basis functions
IS 1.5
and the C: and C.* are the IS and 2 5 coefficients
.1 J
respectively. The sum on k is over the P Gaussian basis
p
functions and the C ^ are the 2.P coefficients.
The Gaussian orbitals 'fj and 'fj^  are given by
T'c.) -
P ( 1 11 o/? \t*' ~~
=  ( — Jl ) £ . (70,
Putting equations (61)-(65) into (56), we have
■f (r,-) = I X|s (r.)r+ | X.ls lr,-)]\ 3 I t[p (r.iTj
where
— I k5
f . "  I I _  rr*ks_ ~
J '  f,e sin ksr, d r , =  Z ~ p A .  e-
(71)
■ X ^ p C r , ^  r, X 2 p Cr,) (72)
X. i X x
and X| + y, -v-‘2, =  fi . Thus in equation (60) we have to 




[  ,  l l i r ^  I t *  T  £  1
J l^r, e Sin K*r, dr, =  ^ rfs/i L 3 zZ J  e  • (74)
For , we expand the sin k5r, term in equation
(60) in powers of kgf) and then take the limit as k5- ^ 0  . 
We have to add the Na and F coefficients together when 
doing this expansion so that the nuclear part cancels the 
first term in the expansion of the electronic part. When 
this is done, we obtain the following expression for
V ” ‘ -  T I T  W ' - . ' J ' 1 •





6 -  «* r,’- . is ■n-’-
■„ r' e  d r ' =  * (77)
APPENDIX B
Potential, Kinetic Energy and r2 Integrals
As examples of potential integrals, expressions are 
given for one integral from each of the five symmetry types 
S-P, P-P, S-D, P-D and D-D. First let us define the fol­
lowing terms:
•v.
3 1^ 5 i




ft* - 8*' Ax (79)
by -  Ply (80)
(8i)
Cf 0$ =  cos • D (82)
=  5 in £.£>* . <8 3 >
65
66
Also let If** , ksj, , lcS4 be the X , /  and i components 
of ks . Then
( A )/cOS k s y^ ) X ( B  ^  -  2.to(,+olx) £ ^  ^ S X I  +  ^5X1^] 
where
“^5X\ “ ’ °(-i Ry Cf os (85)
d-sxi ~~ ^5X ^ ' n (86)
The X"X integral is given by
< X ( f t ) |  COS lc5 r ) X(B ) )  + + ^ -^xki + <87)
where
XX , =  ” f tx  o s (88)
d XX3 ~ ~ ^SX dl 05 . (90)
For the *S* ” (X ■ Ya )  integral we have
67
^  +1  ^"5 cxl- Yx) l  + ^*S(xl-y*)3"] (91)
where
^~S(x~yx)i ~ ^  CRX -Rr ) Ci os (92)
(93)
5 £x-yl) 3 ~~ “ C k 5X- lcsy) Cj 05- . <94>
The expression for the X” (3^ -ft ) integral is
I
<  X (f) I CO, F <  • F “l ( 3 l'- R 1-) I B’ ) >




R* [ *■ ^ Si ^ 2:
“  Ksx Rx " ^ sy RyJ “ of,'" j^ 3 R^ " rflieJ~j *^'n
£  X(3il-R*)3~ » ,^n + [ ic^ l ^ sx ""^ sx
' ^ s y R y j ' ^ x l 3 ^  £ ] ]  £ ’* <98)
^xm'-R')<f-~ ^sx I 3 ^si" K  J  • (99)
The (Xx-Yx)- ( 3 i ' - R l) integral is given by the 
following expression:
< u-y')c?f)l e.s’E r W - f r t C B ^
11 w,*<,)* [!i (^A^ Kh'-r')) + 3 C<*a-y1)i3il-R,-)2 
+  ^ ' ( « - K ' ) ( J i - R ’ ) 3  + 1  C ( * ' ^ ) ( 3 i ' - R ' ' ) l t +  ^ i x V H U - R ^ s J  (1 0 0 )
whore
C (xl yl)(3^ ftx ^ =  U * i « i  + « 0 [ RX-R/] & S  + [ I ks* P
b x  ^ X ~ ^ s y ^ y } [ ^ x ' ^ y ) ~  ^>[ ^sx ^Sy ^ y j
• I 3 Ri - *•*„]] S ' im







(X-yl)(3i%--R'l)tj. ^ [ ^sx~ ^ s y j *^os ■*" z [ ksx R;
~ ^ sx £ * m  (104)
^(x-y*)(31x-Rx)5 ” [ ksx"^s/J[ 3 bfc -* ^ os * (105)
As examples of kinetic energy integrals, expressions 
are given for one integral from each of the six symmetry 
types S-S, S-P, P-P, S-D, P-D and D-D. First let us de­
fine
-I— _  ^ °(| y . ' X .
1 ~ K + o lx)xfAB • (106)
The £  - £  integral is given by
T ] < g \ S >  (107)
where <S ,li5*) is the £>~S overlap integral. The ex­
pression for the integral is
71
< S l - r ' I X >  =  f - T ] < S l x >  .
For the X“ X integral we have
< x |-p *|x > =  [ 1 0 * -  - t ]  < x l x >
*- <?{, + ot^  -1
+  [ « l C w (  + S 4 ]  4. Q
where
— ‘tidx rT.
Q  —  £ *8
and C xx, is obtained from (-jcxi setting C^os =  I .
The ^  - ( Xx- yl) , X - ( 3 fca - and (X-X1)-
integrals have the following expressions:
< t  l-?M \x-r'> =  [  - £ £ £ -  -  t J < S  I x-y\>






+  *  [■** #  <1 1 2 >
72
O r - H - t ? 1- =  [i<Ux - %2 - T ] < X l-y'/34'-R1> .
+  ?•(, C '  „  t ...+ '18 <<> U?'+Z't,ctl)
1 z Lx^yVCrt-P?-)! r '
j
' T T ( < b ^  < 2  <1 1 3 >
where Cy (3^ Rv) j and ^(x-yx)(3t- Rv) I are obtained from 
C Xf34-i. Ri> j and C^yT.)(3i.\.p*) ) respectively by setting 
C  os = ) .
Examples of Y integrals are given for the six dif­
ferent symmetry types. Let us define
w  "  rflB •
(114)
Then we have
< 5 ,l^ l s ' >  =  [ 5T^ ] < t f | (S'> (115)
< * * M X >  =  [  w  +  <e\*>
.2 
• X
«(i C S xi’ 1. H r H O 5 '* ^  <116)
73
U M x >  = [ w  +  £^ j 5 ] < X |X>
1 i
f  u t C -  X X I  +  V  4-W, + ^ )'7^  Q
C S ’M j V . )  =  T U / +   2---- I c ' r . J H
" ~  Tr ^  ^
* »  S(Xx- Y^ ) {  Q
~ r ~  r  ' n
3
7rt
< X - y x M 3 ^ - R * >  =  [ w  +  x^y1l3^ - R ^ >







where C SXI and “^5(x-/x)l are obtained from C $KI and 





OOUBLE PRECISION G!l)«A!l).B!l).C!l).VC!l).VX(l).Tll).Al!ll).Fl!ll 
1 ) ,B1(3,11),B4(3.11).B5(9,11,11),Q1(9).02(9),E(I 1).El(11).E2(11.11) 
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00 500 M3=1«M5 





DO 50 1=1*11 
A34Ci)=1«D0/A1<I)
50 £(I)=A1(I)**1*2500 
DO 60 1=1*12 
A29(I)=4.D0*Fi<I)
A30CI)=8*D0*F1(I)*F1(I)
60 ElCI)=F1(I )** 1*2500 
DO 70 1=1*11 
DO 70 J=l*12 



























DO 20 M3=1»M5 
IF(M6(M3).EQ.1)G0 TO 200 
J2=4













13 GO TO (15.16).18 
15 VC(K)=VCB—VCL
VX(K)=VXB-VXL 
GO TO 14 vo
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H5f 5)=0* ODO 
H5 v6 )=0* 000 
H6C1)=2*00 
H8C 2 )=2«D0 





S8(L >=H7*S1{L*I•J )—H3*(A3A (I}*T1(L)+H8(L))
320 S7(L) = IH4*S1(I_*I.J)+H3*<A29(J)*T1(L )+H5(L )))
IF(I5.EQ.6)G0 TO 321
S7(7 )=S7C 4 )
S7C 8 )=S7C 5)




321 DO 322 M3=lflM5 
IF(M6(M3>*EQ ®1)GO TO 323 
J 2—4
323 DO 324 L=J2*I5
S9(M3*L)=S9(M3 *L)+S8(L )*£35(M3•I•J)
324 S6(M3«L)=S6(M3»L)+S7(L)*B5(M3*I*J)
322 J 2 —1
GO TO 3















SI(L. I # J ) = 0•ODC 
CONTINUE 
DO 22 L=1• 15 
DO 22 1 = 1. II 
DO 22 J=1• 12
S1(L,I.J)=S1(L.I»J)*E2<I.J)
DO 210 M3=1•M5 
lF(M6(M3)#EQo1)GO TO 40 
J2-4
DO 172 L=J2*I5 
S2=0•ODO 
00 23 1=1.11 
DO 23 J — 1*12
S2=S2+B5CM3.I*J)*S1(L.I.J)
IF(ID.NE.1)G0 TO 24 




IF(LINDA.LT*101JGO TO 241 
WRITE(6*112)
WRITE(6»115)ID 
DO 211 M3=1.M5 











IX=RX + * 1D0 CO







41 DO 171 L=J2#I5
WR TTE(6#111)RX#RY#RZ#S4(M3 #L)•S5(M3#L )#S6(M3#L )#S3(M3#L).S9(M3.L)# 
1Q1(L)*Q2(M3)*IF(M3#L)#IG(M3#L.)












DOUBLE PRECISION G!1).A(1).B(1).C!1).VC!1).VX(1).T(1).A1(9).B1(9). 
1F 1 ( 9 ) * B4( 9 ) • 0 1 ( 25 ).E!9).E1(9) ,E2( 9.9) *U( 1 ) .V(l).UllU) ,U2(1)»V2(1)
I *U21(1)•U12(1>,U22(1).UA(1),UA1(1)*UA2(1).UA3!1),UA4(1 ),UB(1),UB1(
II ).UB2(1),UC(1),UC1(1) ,UC2(1),UD(I)*UE(1).UF(1)•S4!25)«S5(25).S 1(2 
15,9,9),T1(25),T2(25).T3(25).T4(25).T5(25),S3(25).A13(9).A14(9>.A11 









































DO 50 1=1,11 
A13(I)=A1( I )*A1(I )
A34{I)=2,D0/A1(I)
50 E(I)=Ai(I)**1«75D0 




00 70 1=1,II 
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13 GO TO (15.16)•18
15 VC(K)=VCB-VCL 
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P 1 =  C A B C 1 + A C S  1 + 8 AC I + B C A 1 4 -C A B 1 4 -C B A 1 ) * T C  K )
P X l = A A * ( A 6 C 1 + A C B 1 > + B 8 *  < B A C  I  4 - B C A 1 ) + C C * ( C A B 1 + C 8 A 1 ) 
P Y 1 = A A * { B A C 1 + C A B I ) 4 -B B *  ( A B C  1 4-CBA I ) 4 -C C *  < A C B 1  4 - B C A 1 ) 
P Z 1 = A A * ( B C A 1 + C B A I ) + B B * C A C B 1 + C A B 1 ) 4 - C C * C A B C 1 4 - B A C 1 )  
P K 1 = G ( K ) * P 1
P X X l = A A 4 * t A B C 1 + A C B 1 ) + B B 4 * < B A C 1 + B C A 1 )  4 -C C 4 *  ( C A B  1 4-CBA 1 )  
P Y Y 1 =  A A 4 * (  B A C  1 4-C AB 1 )  4 - B B 4 *  ( A B C  1 + C B A 1 )  + C C 4 *  (  A C B I + B C A 1  ) 
P Z Z 1  =  A A 4 * ( B C A 1 4 - C B A I ) 4 - B B 4 *  ( A C B 1 4-C AB 1 )  4 - C C 4 *  (  A B C 1 4 - B A C 1 )  
P K K l = G ( K ) * P K l
P X Y 1 = A B * ( A B C 1 + 8 A C 1 ) 4 - A C * ( A C B 1 + C A B 1 ) + B C * < B C A 1 + C B A 1 )
P X Z 1 - A B * (  A C B 1 + B C A 1 ) + A C * ( A B C 1 + C B A 1 ) + B C * ( B A C l + C A B l )
P Y Z 1 = - A S * (  C A B 1 + C 8 A 1 )  A C *  (  B A C  1 + 8 C A 1 )  4 -B C * (  A B C  14-A C B  1 )
P K X i = G ( K ) * P X 1
P K Y 1 = G ( K ) * P Y 1
P K Z 1 = G ( K ) * P Z 1
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P Y 2 =  A A * <  B A C 2 + C A B 2  ) + B B *  (  A B C 2 4 - C B A 2  )  4 -C C * (  A C B 2 4 - B C A 2  )
P Z 2 =  A A *  (  B C A 2 4 - C B A 2  )  + B B *  (  A C B 2 + C A B 2  > + C C *  (  A B C 2 4 - B A C 2  ) 
P K 2 = G ( K ) * P 2
P 3 = (  A B C 3 4 - A C B 3 4 - B A C 3 4 - B C  A 3 4 - C A B 3 4 - C B A 3  )*T( K )
P X 3 = A A * (  A B C 3 + A C B 3  )  4 -B B * (  B A C 3 + B C A 3  )  4 -C C * ( C A B 3 4 - C 6 A 3  )
P  Y 3 =  A A *  (  B A C 3 4 -C  A B 3  )  4 -B B *  (  A B C 3 4 - C B A 3  )  4 -C C * (  A C B 3 + B C  A 3  ) 
P Z 3 = A A * {  B C A 3 4 - C B A 3  ) + B B *  (  A C B 3 + C A 8 3  ) 4 - C C *  < A B C 3 + B A C 3  ) 
P K 3 = G C K ) * P 3
P 4 = <  A B C 4 + A C B 4 + B A C 4 + 8 C A 4 + C A B 4 + C B A 4 ) * T <  K )
P X 4 =  A A * (  A B C 4 4 - A C B 4  ) 4 -B B *  ( B A C 4 4 - B C A 4  )  4 -C C * (  C A B 4 + C B A 4  ) 
P Y 4 = A A *  C B A C 4 + C A B 4  )  + B B * (  A B C 4 + C B A 4  )  4 -C C * C A C B 4 + B C A 4  )
P Z 4 =  A A * (  BC A 4 4 - C B A 4  ) 4 -B B * ( A C B44-C  A 8 4  )  4 -C C * (  A B C 4 4 - B A C 4  ) 
P K 4 = G C K ) * P 4
P 5 = - (  A B C 5 4 - A C B 5 + B A C 5 4 - B C A 5 + C A B 5 + C B A 5 ) * T ( K )
P X 5 = —{ A A *  C A B C 5 4 - A C B 5  ) 4 -B B * ( B A C 5 4 - B C A 5  )  4 -C C * <C A B 5 4 - C B A 5  ) )  
P Y 5 = — C A A *  ( B A C 5 4 - C A B 5  ) 4 -B B *  ( A B C 5 4 - C B A 5  )  4 - C C *  ( A C B 5 4 - B C A 5  ) ) 
P Z 5 = -  ( A A *  ( B C A 5 + C B A 5  ) 4 -B B *  ( A C 8 5 4 - C A B 5  ) 4 - C C *  ( A B C 5 4-B  A C 5  ) ) 
P K 5 = G C K ) * P 5
P6=-( ABC6+ACB6+BAC6+BCA6+CA86+CBA6) *T(K)




P7=-C ABC7 +ACB7+BAC7+BCA7+CAB7+CBA7)*T(K )
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S 6 (2 5 )= S 6 (10)
S 9 ( 1 6 )= S 9 (8)
S9C1 7 )= S 9 ( 13)
S 9 (1 8 )= S 9 (6 )
S9<1 9 )= S 9 (7)
S 9 {2 0 )= S 9 (9)
S 9 (2 1 ) = S 9 ( 15)
S 9 (2 2 )= S 9 (14)
S 9 (2 3 )= S 9 (12)
S 9 (2 4 )= S 9 (11)
S9C25)=S9C10)
GO TO 3 '
00 151 L = 1 «15 
S 1 ( L . I * J ) = 0 * 0 D 0  
CONTINUE 
00 22 L = l . 15 
00 22 1=1•I I  
00 22 J = l . 12
S K L . I . J ) = S 1 ( L « I . J ) * E 2 ( 1« J )
00 210 L = 1 . I 5  
S2=0«0D0 
00 23 1=1.11  
00 23 J = 1 «12
S 2 = S 2 + B 1 ( I ) * B 4 ( J ) * S l ( L . I . J )
I F ( I D . N E . 1 )G0 TO 24 
S3CL)=S2
S4(L)=S4CL)+S2*VCCK)
S 5 (L )= S 5 (L )+ S 2 *V X (K )
I F ( I I . L T . 1 0 0 l )G0 TO 241 
WR IT E (6 .1 1 2 )
WRITE(6 .1 1 5 ) 1 0  
00 211 L = 1 .1 5

















WRITE(6*111)RX,RY,RZ.S4(L),S5(L),S6(L).S3(L )♦S9(L ),Q1(L ),IF(L ).IG( 
IL)









































DO 4 J=1,12 
READ(2,103)HT
4 HP( I « J ) =HP( I « J ) +HT
READC2* 103HQLC I *  J ) * J  = 1 * I 2 )
3 R E A D ( 2 * 1 0 3 ) ( R 2 { I * J ) * J = 1 « I2 )
00 5 1=1*13
READC5 * 1 0 4 ) V C * V X ( I ) . AX( I ) , AY( I > , AZ( I > , IOU 
B X ( I )= 2 *4 P I4 A X C 1 )/DLC 
BYC1 >= 2 *4 P I4 A Y C I) /DLC 
BZC I >=2*4PI4AZC IJ /D L C
G( I ) = 4 .4 P I4 P I * ( A X ( I ) 4 A X C I ) + A Y C I ) * A Y ( I ) +A Z C I) 4AZC I) ) /A A  
G l(  I )=SQRTCGCI) )
VCO(I>=VC 
G 2 ( I )  = l .
IF(I .E Q o 1 )G0 TO 5 
K X = A X (I)+ *0 0 1
VCOC I  >=VC + 32*4P I*C P 1  + C-1* >4*KX4P2)/CGC I >4A3>
G2CI>=IOU
5 CONTINUE
108 FORMAT{ 3 E 1 6 *8 )
00 47 1=1*96
READC5*1 0 8 IRNA*RNB,RNC
47 RN{I)=CRNA+RNB+RNC) / 3 *
00 48 1=1*96
READ(5 * 108)RFA*RFB*RFC
48 RFC I )  = (RFA+RFB+RFC)/3*
01=DLC/8.
D2=DLC/2*
F 3 = -6 .4 C 3 * /C 8 * 4 P I ) )4 4 *3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3  
D3=2*4P I4F3 /A A
V( 1 )= -0 *9 9 9 6 8 9 5 0 3 8 8 3 2 3 0 7 6 6 8 2 8  
VC 2 )=  -0 *9 9 8 3 6 4 3 7 5 8 6 3 1 8 1 6 7 77 2 4  
V (3 )=  -0 *9 9 5 9 8 1 84 2 9 8 7 2 0 9 2 9 06 5 0  
VC 4 )=  -0 *9 9 2 5 4 3 9 0 0 3 2 3 7 6 2 6 2 45 7 2  
VC 5 )=  -0 *988054126329623799481  
VC 6 )= -0 .9 8 2 5 1 7 2 6 3 5 6 3 0 1 4 6 7 7 4 4 7  
VC 7 )=  -0 *9 7 5 9 3 9 1 7 4 5 3 5 1 3 6 4 6 64 5 3
115
VC8> = -0*968326828463264212174 





VC 14 >=—0*901460635315852341319 
VC 15 >=—0*886894517402420416057 
VC 13)=-0*871388505909296502874 
VC 17 >=—0*854959033434601455463 












VC 30 >=-*566510418561397168404 
VC 31>=-*539388108324357436227 
VC 32>=-*511694177154667673586 

























VC 57> = 0*273198812591049141487 
V C 58)=0* 30 4364944354496353024 
























V(801 = 0 *85495903343460 i 455463 
V(81>= 0*871388505909296502874 
V (821 = 0*886894517402420416057 
VC 83)= 0*901460635315852341319 
V(84)= 0*915071423120898074206 









V C 94)= 0*995981842987209290650 
V (951 = 0*998364375863181677724 
V<961= 0*999689503883230766828 
W(11= 0*000796792065552012429 
W<2> = 0*001853960788946921732 
WC31 = 0*002910731817934946408 
W(4) = 0*003964554338444686674 
W(5)= 0*005014202742927517693 

































































































CNF C 1*1 1=XN*XN*W(1)








CNCI,J1= G 2 (Jl*(DAX+DBX+DCX1/3*
40 CF{ I•J)=G2(J 1* < FAX+FBX+FCX)/3* 
READ(5*1061(DC1(11•1=1*131 
DO 6 1=1*13 
R A K I  }=DC1 (II +VC0( I 1 
IF<I.EQ.1)GO TO 6 
R A K  I !=-G( I 1*RA1 ( I )/< 8.*PI )
6 CONTINUE
READ(5*1061(D X 1( 11*1= 1* 13}
DO 7 L Y N = 1* 15
IF(LYN«EQ* 11 GO TO 13
121
J6=2*I2 
J 7= 3* 12 
DO 11 1=1*11 
DO 11 J=1•J6
11 READ(2*103 )S 
DO 12 1=1*11 
DO 12 J=1*J7
12 R£AD(2*103)S
13 DO 8 1=1*13 
DC2CI)=DC1(I)
DX2(I )=DX1(1)







DO 9 NU=1•NUT 
K2=NU-1
DO 9 MU=NU*MUT 
KY=MU—1
DO 9 LU=MU»LUT 
KX=LU— 1 
LMN=KX+KY+KZ




DO 10 1=1*13 
10 READ(2*103)(SIJ(1•J )«J=1*12) 
DO 14 1=1*14 
DO 14 J=l*14 
H(I•J)=0*
14 OV( I •J)=0*
122
00 15 K=l*13 
00 15 1=1*14 









16 0V(J*I)=QV( 1 •J )
A=10«**C-9)
DO 603 1=1*14 




00 610 1=1*12 
610 TICI)=TCI)
CALL OMTOSCH*14*I4*T* — 1*IER)
CALL OMTOSCH*14*I4*T*2*IER)
DO 604 1=1*14 





00 605 1=1*14 
IJ=I*C1-1)/2+I
605 XLCI>=TCIJ )
00 600 1=1*14 




600 OV<J.I)=OV(I * J )
DO 601 L=1*I4 
F7=0 •
DO 602 1=1*14 









MRITEC 6* 222)XK* YK * ZK* NM 















471 FORMATC45X*» EIGENVECTORS •)
WRITEC6.221)





17 IFCNM.6T.1>G0 TO 18 
00 19 1=1*£4
19 ECLYN.I)=XL( I )
18 DO 20 K=2*13 
DO 21 1=1*14 





00 22 L=I7*14 





DO 23 J=I*14 
IJ=I+CJ*J-J>/2 
HC I •J )=R2C NM»IJ)
23 HCJ*I)=HCI*J)
F 1=0 •
00 24 L=I7*14 






25 CC1( I )=—8»*DC1C I>/CA3*S*G2CI)) 
DC1C1)=—32**PI*0C1CI)/C 3«*A3*S) 
00 26 1=1*13















00 43 J=2*13 
RN1=RN1+DR1! J)*CN! I* J )
43 RFl=RFl-fDRl! J )*CF! 1*J)
RN2(I)=(RNl+RNtI))**•3333333333
42 RF2(I)=(RF1+RF(I))**•3333333333 
00 44 J=1* 13
RN3=0*
RF3=0*





















E 1=E(KK * 19)—E (KK*17) 
31 MRITE(6«23S)E1
MRITEC 7•106)(OC1( I)*I=1*I3)









C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C A-ORGINAL MATRIX!SYMMETRIC)•DESTROYED IN COMPUTATION*
C RESULT EIGENVALUES ARE DEVELOPED IN DIAGONAL OF
C MATRIX A IN DESENDING ORDER
C R-RESULTANT MATRIX OF EIGENVECTORSISTORED COLUMNWISE*
C IN SAME SEQUENCE AS EIGENVALUES)
C N-ORDER OF MATRICES A AND R
C MV-INPUT CODE
C 0 COMPUTE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS
C 1 COMPUTE EIGENVALUES ONLY CR NEED NOT BE













IF(I —J )20 * 15*20 















50 L= 1 
55 H=L+1
60 MQ=C M4M—M )/2
LQ=CL*L-L>/2 
LM=L+MQ






























































X u X X <<n * 1 + +o X A CMCMcnu z a X X <j
X * 44 X z <n zz cn 44 44 a 4, inP4 X * 44 cn u cn 4in *4 *4 a * « # *4 o* 44 O a + 44 44 • v0in 44 < CM X X X X 44 in oo X + *■, 44 z cn X X X m in •«"4 ►4 X • 44 44 u 44 X •4 IT)• 44 z in a cn z < < 44 • m inin < ►4 CM i # 44 ♦ < o ino 1 in .4 X <■* cn CMCM 1 4 4 •44 X * • cn a * X X 44 4, 44 o• in 4H o a ml P4 cn z J » ** V0O o J CM u 44 X a 44 ml ino u 44 H 44 44 * W J u cn 44 n 44IP, * S4 44 + * 44 a X UJ 44 # # < 4, 1 44o a P4 o o a 4* < X 44 a o a n ii D < 44 44 >• X 44 Z 1z in J ml H *4 mi II ii 1 -j X j 44 Z * J J II II II z o 44 in a+ O' + 1 + •4 + N4 > 44 44 44 a a 44 o J .1 44 44 44 1 4, >0 1 44 in z•h a X M *4 o J 44 X -I X II II 44 X j  i- • 44 X J X X + a -1 + O *4it h- ii II >p* II < H4 *4 44 a a a 44 44 z CM< < J J X 44 X K 44 ml h-
X □ X u. -1 □ ml II 44 44 u. ml X ii 44 44 o II II II 44 44 44 u. II O u. II O IL44 CO*•4 44 CO44 X < < 44 44 44 X a IX u X > X < «C < H X CO44 -1 CO






1102 FORMATCIX,'OVERLAP EVS IN SAME OROER AS MATRIX BASIS SET*) 
1001 FORMATCIX*•I2=*•I5.E16.8)























C COMPUTES LATTICE WEIGHTS
KN =s 3*KM/2 
IF C K A ) 1.1,2
1 W = *020633333 
GO TO 50
130
2 « = 1*
IF (KA-KM) 6*3.3
3 W = W*#5
KO = KA+KB+KC 
IF (KD-KN) 9* 4* A
4 W = W * m S  
GO TO 9
6 KD = KA+KB4KC
IF (KO—K N ) 9*7*7
7 W = W**5
9 IF (KC) 10*10*14
10 W a W**5
IF CKB) 11*11*12
11 W a W**25 
GO TO 50
12 IF (KA-KB) 13*13*50
13 W  =W*.5 
GO TO 50
14 IF CKB-KC) 15*15*17
15 V3V*,5
IF CKA—KBI 16*16*50
16 W 3 ***33333333 
GO TO 50
17 IF (KA—KB) 18*18*50
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